Load patterns often have a periodicity of a day, week and year, which can be taken advantage of when preprocessing load data before clustering. A typical load profile, which reflects the customer's load for a characteristic day, week or year, could be constructed to reduce the data to be processed during the clustering. Typical Daily Profiles (TDP) and Typical Weekly Profiles (TWP) are compared to see how the time resolution of data affects the clustering. Results show that the number of clusters affects the Davies-Bouldin Index and the Dunn Index more than the temporal resolution of data as well as if TDPs or TWPs are clustered. Further, clustering based on customers' TWP instead of TDP makes it easier to find customers which have equipment turned on during Saturdays. This could be of importance when clustering is used to improve forecasting, distribution planning or tariff design.
Introduction
With the roll out of more smart meters, more data about consumers' loads are available, which is both an opportunity and a challenge. One of the major challenges with big data in the energy system is how to efficiently mine and analyze the increasing amount of data [1] . One useful method is clustering, which can be used to find data sets with similar patterns or features. Clustering could be applied on massive load data to improve forecasting, distribution planning or tariff design [2] . It could also increase the understanding of the users and find similarities between groups of customers.
Within Big Data it is often spoken about volume, variety, velocity and value (4V) of the data, which also has to be considered when handling data within energy systems [1] . One major issue when clustering load profiles is that the volume of load data easily becomes high. High volume means a high dimensionality of the clustering problem, which makes the algorithm computationally slower. By using a characteristic load profile over a time period, the volume can be limited. A day [3, 4] or a week [5] are common periodicity for load patterns and are therefore time periods which can be used to construct a Available online at www.sciencedirect.com typical load profile (TLP) [6] . These can be called Typical Daily Profile (TDP) [3] or Typical Weekly Profile (TWP), depending on the chosen time period.
Chicco [7] suggested a four step load pattern categorization procedure: i) Data gathering and processing, ii) pre-clustering phase, iii) clustering phase and iv) post-clustering phase. Using TLPs reduces the volume of the data to be clustered, with the drawback of assuming an appropriate time period already in the pre-clustering phase. This paper focuses on the effect aggregating and averaging time series of load data have on clustering; processes which often focus on reducing volume. A higher resolution implies more data to be processed, but for many applications it is not necessary to use high resolution. However, it is not very clear how the resolution can affect the clustering and it has not been tested for commercial or industrial customer in the literature. Also, no previous comparison between clustering a characteristic week and a characteristic day has been done in the literature. The effect of different temporal resolutions and time periods are tested with load data from small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Sweden.
Method and data
Clustering TDP and TWP, respectively, for SMEs in Sweden as well as different temporal resolutions are tested. The comparison between different results depending on the temporal resolution with data from commercial and industrial customers is unique.
Minutely sampled electrical load data during 2015 from 106 SMEs in Sweden were provided. Almost no facts were given about the customers, mainly for their anonymity. Values lower than or equal to zero as well as larger than the mean of each customer plus five standard deviations were ignored when the TLPs were calculated. Less than 17 % of the values were missing or ignored for each customer.
Aggregating data
Load patterns and similarities can sometimes be clear already at lower temporal resolution than the data is sampled, wherefore the data can be aggregated and still achieve similar results. Aggregating data is easy to implement, but with the drawback of possibly losing details. Lavin et al. [8] aggregated raw load data for every 15 minutes to hourly data to make their clustering problem more manageable.
Granell et al. [9] compared clustering performance for different temporal resolutions with load data from residential customers. To achieve different temporal resolutions, the data was aggregated. The performance was good for temporal resolutions from 4 to 30 minutes for different clustering algorithms.
The data for 106 SMEs is aggregated so that 1 minute, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes and 120 minutes' temporal resolutions are tested.
Typical load profiles
A characteristic time period can be used to reduce the volume of the problem. The time period could be a day, a week or a year, since these are common periodicities for load patterns. Two distinct methods of constructing TLPs can be found in the literature, either averaging or choosing a time period. A third method is the divide the problem into time periods and cluster within each time period.
In the first method, the mean of each time step over a day [3, 8] (for TDP) or over a week [5] (for TWP) could be used to construct a typical load profile. Flath et al. [5] test clustering TDPs for weekdays, TDPs for weekends and TWPs, but mainly compare optimal number of clusters for each choice of TLP.
The second method is to choose a characteristic or random time period or a subset of the data. When clustering is used for improving forecasting, the day, week or month [10] preceding the forecasting period can be used. Räsänen et al. [11] used a random subset corresponding to 5 % of the raw data set.
Creating typical load profiles could also be circumvented. McLoughlin et al. [12] clustered the customers for each day over a six-month period, and used the mode for all days to decide which cluster the customer belongs to. The customers could also change clusters between different time periods, which could be applied both to raw data [13] or together with some of the preprocessing mentioned above [8] .
Both TDP and TWP are constructed for each customer by taking the mean for each time step. The TDPs and TWPs are normalized by dividing with the maximum value of each TDP and TWP, respectively. The normalization both makes sure that the shapes are compared and not level of use as well as increasing the anonymity of the data. The tests are done for up to 10 clusters.
Alternative preprocessing
Other methods to reduce volume is mapping from the time domain to the spectral domain [14] or extracting various statistical features from the data [15, 16] .
Clustering algorithm and performance evaluators
The k-means clustering algorithm [17] was chosen. The k-means algorithm takes the number of cluster k as input and find k cluster centers so that minimum distance from all data points to the cluster centers is achieved. When clustering load profiles, especially TDPs, k-means has previously shown relatively good, fast and stable performance [4, 6] .
For evaluating the performance of the clustering, the Davies Bouldin index (DB) [18] and the Dunn index (DI) [19] were used. DB should be as low as possible, while DI should be as high as possible.
MATLAB R2016a was used for the clustering and evaluations, with the functions kmeans [20] , evalclusters [21] and indexDN [22] . The squared Euclidean distances were used both for the clustering algorithm and calculating the performance indicators.
Results
The DB and the DI for the different temporal resolutions and number of clusters k can be seen in figure 1 . For most resolutions, two clusters are optimal for the TWPs while three clusters are optimal for TDPs. Clustering TWPs is more robust for different temporal resolutions according to DB, while clustering TDPs is more robust according to DI. No temporal resolution outperforms any other, but DB shows slightly better values for lower temporal resolution. DI has a better value in most cases for TWP rather than TDP, which stands in contrast to DB. The average TDP and TWP for the clusters when k=2 can be seen in figure 2. Cluster 1 is always the largest cluster and cluster 2 is always the second largest cluster. However, when clustering TWPs the number of customers in each cluster is very even. Compared to several other studies on clustering load data [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 11, 16] , the optimal number of clusters is relatively low, suggesting fairly homogeneous customers. However, it is not the only study where two or three is the optimal number of clusters [14, 15] .
The different average load profiles will be denoted flat and curvy clusters, respectively, derived from the appearance of each average profile. Most customers end up in the flat TDP cluster both when k=2. For the TWPs when k=2 most customers end up in the curvy cluster, with exception for the temporal resolution 60 minutes.
When k=3 the flat clusters always has the most customers, followed by the curvy cluster. The third new cluster contains the customers which are on the limit on either being in the flat or curvy cluster. For TWPs, the curvy cluster has an even more clear reduction during the weekends, while the third new cluster has a higher average use on Saturdays than Sundays, but significantly lower than the weekdays.
The curvy clusters show a clear reduction in use during nights and weekends. The flat clusters show no daily or weekly patterns, but has an average profile which fluctuates slightly around a relatively high and stable use. The curvy TWP clusters shows a tendency of lower electricity use on Fridays than the other weekdays. For the curvy TDP clusters, a small reduction in electricity use around 8:00am is visible for temporal resolution from 1 to 30 minutes.
The number of customers who change between the flat and the curvy depending on whether they are clustered with TDP or TWP can be seen in table 1. This corresponds to 11-14 % of the customers when k=2 and 25-28 % when k=3. When k=2, most customers who change cluster are in the flat cluster when clustering after their TDP and in the curvy when clustering after their TWP. When k=3, most customers who change cluster are in the flat or curvy cluster when clustering after their TDP and in the third new cluster when clustering after their TWP. Saturdays' electrical use is on average higher than Sundays' for the customers who change cluster but lower than the weekdays. is always the largest cluster and cluster 2 is always the second largest cluster. 
Conclusions
When clustering after the typical daily profiles (TDPs) some customers with a clearly weekly pattern, are clustered together with customers who have an even load. Especially when divided into three clusters, numerous customers change cluster depending on if they are clustered after their TDP or typical weekly profile (TWP). Those customers seem to have electrical equipment turned on during Saturdays.
Depending on the application, using a TWP could be more suitable than using a TDP. If this causes problems due to large data sets, it can be fitting to aggregate the data to lower temporal resolutions. In this study, no signs of improved results for higher temporal resolutions when clustering load profiles were found. Number of clusters effected the performance evaluators more.
Clustering could be used for improved forecasting, distribution planning or tariff design. Knowing if a customer uses electrical equipment on all days or only some days during the weeks can be relevant for all of these applications. When forecasting, it could be advantageous to have customers with different electricity use on Saturdays in different cluster to forecast the weekends and especially Saturdays correctly. If implementing Time-of-Use tariffs, which is a pricing scheme used to increase demand side management, clustering customers after their TWP could reveal if it is advantageous with different tariffs during the weekends.
